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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (47)

Dear Ciro,
Sorry my last comment went Anonymous. My name is Nathalie and
we exchanged emails last year on SR.
Calcultta for 2012 SR... wow I might then reconsider the dates for
my stay in Thailand.
Would you regard Hilo as the best option in 2012 again or is there
anywhere closer to Europe that would do the job?
Birth data: born nov. 3rd 1962 at 11:07 (11:09?) AM, n Lyon.
Thank you very much for your kind help. Nathalie

Dear Nathalie,
this, for Viti Levu Fidji Islands is good, indeed, for this year!

Suva Viti Levu Fidji Island For Nathalie 2012
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Dear Ciro,
Fidji Viti Levu... wow. It seems my SR returns have a favourite for
long distance flights and islands' atmosphere.
Thank you very much for answering my questions. I don't know if I
can do it this year because this is something like a day and a half flying.
We see what ahppens :-)
Again thank you for your kind help.
Regards from Paris
Nathalie

Dear Nathalie,
if you will plan in penny, you will receive penny. If you will plan in
dollars, you will get dollars... Best wishes.

***

Dear Ciro,
I'm troubled with my son, especially as his coming SR isn't very
promising at home. (born: July 22, 1994, 23:50, tel aviv).
I go through a difficult financial times and it'll be easiest for me to
send him to the USA (mostly to the east coast where I have many people
who could assist him).
What do you suggest?
Many thanks, Mordecai

Dear Mordecai,
I advise you Kuusamo, Finland, or Mo-I-Rana, Norway, that are surely
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better and cheaper.
Many wishes.

Kuusamo Finland ASR 2012 For Mordecai's Son

Mo-I-Rana Norway ASR 2012 For Mordecai's Son

***

Dear Ciro,
my birthday is on may 2nd(second) 1977, born in the state of Sao
Paulo, city of Sao Paulo, Brazil, at between 13:24 and 13:30.
Since my birthday is really close, I would like to kindly ask you to
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please help me with the best solar return for me this year- mainly
relationships,feeling good about myself(more optimistic)but in general
too(work).
I will be 35 and have never been married/have children and would like to).
Thank you very much in advance for your help,
Viviane.

Welcome Viviane from Brazil!
I advise you to spend your next Aimed Solar Return to Guadalajara
Jalisco Mexico, between 20-22 pm of May 1st (tomorrow).
This ASR values 10+ with splendid 5^, 6^ and VII Houses!
Best wishes!

Guadalajara Jalisco Mexico ASR 2012 For Viviane

***

Dear Ciro,
I hope i'm doing it right.
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I'd like to know if I have my radix Asc in the 10th hs of SR.
But have also sun in 12 hs of SR and Venus and Mars in 1st hs. How
will it ballance??
Also,does your system works foe companies and countries?
Thanks, Mordecai".

Dear Mordecai,
we have to look separately the graphic radix and that of Solar Return.
There is an only point that is considered in relationship to both the papers
of the sky: where the Ascendant of Solar Return falls in comparison to
the radix Houses.
Theoretically the system of the Aimeds Solar Returns could work
also for the societies and for the nations. For example, when it is reborn
united Germany, it was born in Berlin and, in that instant, a different
Solar Return was born in Berlin and not in Bonn.
The same could be worth for a society: we could be made to revive a
company, contemplating well place and time to change it Solar Return of
that year. But could we do this every year?
Many regards.

Dear Mordecai,
as I have written yesterday we have to read separately the two charts.
The only element that ties the two graphs is where the Ascendant of
Solar Returns falls in the radix Houses and not vice versa.
Nevertheless, to be able to answer better to your questions, should
post here your birth data specifying: place, day, month, year and
hour of birth.
Many regards
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Hi Ciro,
I'm mostly interested in learning your system by doing first my own
SR chart. I must learn what in my SR chart brought about your
conclusions.
I'm waiting eagerly to recieve the two books i've ordered from you on
top of the the one I already recieved hoping they will clarify this subject
further.
I had a heavy SR the year before and underwent 3 heavy surgeries
including two with my heart...
many thanks, Mordecai

Dear Ciro,
I wrote you couple of days ago. Perhaps you didn't get it. So here I
go again. Intuitively I feel connected to your logic. I t makes perfect
sense to me.
I want to learn your system. I would like to know if my reading of my
SR was wrong, and I would like to know what in my SR chart made you
suggest me your advice. Was it Mars? was it the Sun the early degrees of
the 12th house??
Also, i'm not sure how exact is my birth time. The one I use is what
my mother remembers?!
I just recieved your second book and I immediately felt connected
again to your logic as well as your addition to the blog about the time of
birth.
Many thanks, Mordecai

Dear Mordecai,
I have published your post and I have read it, but I didn't respond to
it because I thought there were no questions in your letter.
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I answer now. Actually your last ASR breaks three of 33 important
rules: the Sun is in 12 ^ House, Mars is in the 1^ House and 4
celestials are between the first and the twelfth House (Sun, Mercury,
Venus and Mars).
Besides the AS of SR falls in the fourth House of birth chart and this
can mean a hospital refuge for a surgical intervention.
That's because I recommended you to make a surgical intervention.
This reenters in the concept of exorcism of the symbols: if you offer a
"lamb" to the "gods", probably the "gods" will be less bad with you and
they will be satisfied with a "lamb" rather than of a very hard year.
Remembers another thing.
In my book "Aimed Solar And Lunar Returns", when you read "Transit
of Mars in the first House", the meaning is the same of "Mars in the first
House of ASR."
Many wishes still.
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